IGNITING

physical movement
locally
TRIGGERING

the Big Cat conservation
movement globally

6 November 2021
What’s the link
between Big Cats
and sport?

The Catwalk invites participants to get active in nature so as to
underline the critical need that Big Cats have for their natural
habitats, while simultaneously triggering appreciation of the
physical and mental benefits of doing sports outside.

How does a healthy
environment connect
to a healthy person?

A healthy environment is crucial to health. 24% (source: WHO)
of all global human deaths are attributable to environmental
factors, while a quarter of the world’s population are at health
risks from not doing sufficient exercise in our increasingly
sedentary society.
Big Cats are even more dependent on their environments. They
are all threatened by habitat loss, and the tiger, lion, leopard and
cheetah have disappeared from between 65% and 96%
(source: Panthera.org) of their historic range.

What is Catwalk?

Catwalk, Catmosphere’s inaugural campaign, is a global,
mass-participation 7km walk, designed to raise awareness
about Big Cat conservation. Fun, flexible and inclusive, it’s open
to everyone of all abilities and can be achieved in the way that
best suits them. Catwalk’s aim is to activate fitness and learning,
and in doing so create a community that is not only informed,
but also invested, and whose engagement in the support of cat
conservation becomes ongoing.

So, what is
Catmosphere?

Catmosphere is a Foundation created to raise awareness and
funds for Panthera.

Then what is
Panthera?

Panthera is the only organization in the world that is devoted
exclusively to the conservation of the world’s 40 wild cat species
and their ecosystems.

How does Catwalk work?
There are two ways
to participate:

1.Catwalk

2.Catwalk Cubs

Walk up to 7 kilometres, and
dedicate your walk to your
favourite Big Cat.

Walk 700 metres and add on an
activity. This shorter distance is
designed for children and families.

As you learn about the Cats, you will be encouraged to choose which Big Cat you will Catwalk
for on the day. This will be your Cat Crew.
The Cat Crew that collectively walks the furthest distance will be crowned the Winning Crew.

��th September

From ��th June

Register
Choose your Cat Crew
Pre-register
Be first-in-the-know

�th November

�th November

Walk the Catwalk
And #catmosphere
#catwalk2021

Results are out!
Celebrate the
Winning Crew

Why Catwalk needs you…

Catwalk is a truly global campaign designed to bring people around the world
together. Leveraging the power of sport and the Tafisa in particular,
we encourage your organisation to join the Catwalk.

What Catwalk needs you to do…
Activate Participants:
Spread the world in your country and mobilize the
population to join the Catwalk.

#catmosphere
#catwalk2021

catmosphere.org
@catmospherenow

